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““Racially based access is still a predominant feature of access tRacially based access is still a predominant feature of access to energy withino energy within
South African cities: the pattern of households within South AfrSouth African cities: the pattern of households within South African cities stillican cities still

largely conforms to the characteristic smaller, previously, and largely conforms to the characteristic smaller, previously, and still predominantly, white, still predominantly, white, 
wellwell--serviced, suburban component occupying cores within larger, largserviced, suburban component occupying cores within larger, largely black ely black periperi--

urban and, in some cities, rural settlements arranged on the hisurban and, in some cities, rural settlements arranged on the historical township modeltorical township model””
(Inclusive Cities, 2006:28).(Inclusive Cities, 2006:28).
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IntroductionIntroduction
This report focuses on the community participation This report focuses on the community participation -- eThekwini eThekwini 
Municipality;Municipality;

The study looks at the state The study looks at the state -- to involvement of communities in to involvement of communities in 
decisiondecision--makingmaking

Conducted on the contested background on participation in decisiConducted on the contested background on participation in decision on 
making of the communities in determining electricity making of the communities in determining electricity 



BackgroundBackground
The new city demarcations of eThekwini Municipality The new city demarcations of eThekwini Municipality -- 2000 local government elections, Municipal 2000 local government elections, Municipal 
Structures Act.Structures Act.-- unify different six local councils ;unify different six local councils ;

With a specific focus With a specific focus -- improving service delivery, and driving economic growth and empimproving service delivery, and driving economic growth and employment loyment 
within the region (Joffe, 2006);within the region (Joffe, 2006);

The eThekwini Municipality is surrounded The eThekwini Municipality is surrounded -- iLembe (north), the Indian iLembe (north), the Indian ocean(eastocean(east), ), Ugu(southUgu(south) & ) & 
UMgungundlovu (west); population estimated to between  2 046 814UMgungundlovu (west); population estimated to between  2 046 814 and 2753 479 and 2753 479 --
approximately 66.24% of total population of South Africa (Case, approximately 66.24% of total population of South Africa (Case, 2003), over 3 million people 2003), over 3 million people 
made up of Africans (65%) and the second Asians (21%);made up of Africans (65%) and the second Asians (21%);

CasaleCasale and and ThurlowThurlow (1999) (1999) -- about 40% of the households, regarded as being poor and ultraabout 40% of the households, regarded as being poor and ultra--
poor, about 20% of households poor, about 20% of households -- incomes between less than R1 156pm, incomes between less than R1 156pm, --as ultra poor and a as ultra poor and a 
further 20% of households have incomes between R1 157 and R1 183further 20% of households have incomes between R1 157 and R1 1834 4 –– poor;poor;

The eThekwini The eThekwini -- increase of 7% in total income to R10bn during 2006 increase of 7% in total income to R10bn during 2006 –– facilitated by grant and facilitated by grant and 
subsidy funding (increased 38% to R1bn or 10% of total income ansubsidy funding (increased 38% to R1bn or 10% of total income and the average for respective d the average for respective 
metropolitan municipalities (23%) and its ratepayers ( Rates incmetropolitan municipalities (23%) and its ratepayers ( Rates income ome --the largest component of the largest component of 
total income for the first time over the review period, exceedintotal income for the first time over the review period, exceeding electricity income);g electricity income);

The eThekwini has been undergoing a process of converting the bThe eThekwini has been undergoing a process of converting the bulk of rates billed from ulk of rates billed from 
annually to monthly like all other municipalities annually to monthly like all other municipalities -- end of 2006, a higher 82% of total billings were end of 2006, a higher 82% of total billings were 
payable monthly, which has resulted in a smoother cycle of cash payable monthly, which has resulted in a smoother cycle of cash in flows (Joffe, 2006);in flows (Joffe, 2006);



ObjectivesObjectives

To expose the To expose the ““democracy deficitdemocracy deficit””-- as it fails to link citizens, institutions and processes of theas it fails to link citizens, institutions and processes of the
state, affecting the quality of livelihood and resulting in redustate, affecting the quality of livelihood and resulting in reduced accountability (Hicks, 2006)ced accountability (Hicks, 2006)

To assess community participation in the determining pricing of To assess community participation in the determining pricing of electricity/ energy;electricity/ energy;

To expose and document challenges faced by the previously disadvTo expose and document challenges faced by the previously disadvantaged communities relation antaged communities relation 
to energy consumption;to energy consumption;

To assess whether the highly celebrated changes in eThekwini MunTo assess whether the highly celebrated changes in eThekwini Municipality are any significant to icipality are any significant to 
the vulnerable communities;the vulnerable communities;



Principal  t heoriesPrincipal  t heories
The The Markal model frameworkMarkal model framework -- is a leastis a least--cost optimising tool, rich in technologies and capable of cost optimising tool, rich in technologies and capable of 
including environmental constraints,  use indicators of sustainaincluding environmental constraints,  use indicators of sustainable development provides a sound ble development provides a sound 
means for policymeans for policy--makers to identify synergies and trademakers to identify synergies and trade--offs between options, and to evaluate offs between options, and to evaluate 
their economic, social and environmental dimensions (Winkler, 20their economic, social and environmental dimensions (Winkler, 2007);07);

An inclusive city theoryAn inclusive city theory -- seeks to provide services to meet basic social needs and to devseeks to provide services to meet basic social needs and to develop elop 
residentsresidents’’ abilities to be involved in and enjoy the benefits of the city,abilities to be involved in and enjoy the benefits of the city, concerned with provision of concerned with provision of 
physical welfare and service infrastructure, but also with qualiphysical welfare and service infrastructure, but also with quality of life, health, safety and security ty of life, health, safety and security 
of residents and the of residents and the ““ability to aspireability to aspire”” through the cycle of generations, a cornerstone of through the cycle of generations, a cornerstone of 
economic and sustainable development, critically extends to goveeconomic and sustainable development, critically extends to governance rnance -- participation of citizens participation of citizens 
in participation in decisionin participation in decision--making and planning making and planning -- a sense of control over social and political a sense of control over social and political 
aspects of living that encourage citizenaspects of living that encourage citizen’’ s sense of wells sense of well--being and belonging and part of the being and belonging and part of the 
economic life of the city and society in general (Inclusive Citieconomic life of the city and society in general (Inclusive Cities, 2006);es, 2006);

At the heart of the At the heart of the inclusive issueinclusive issue ii-- challenge of gaining access to resources challenge of gaining access to resources -- ‘‘ First EconomyFirst Economy’’ to to 
facilitate energy service provision to poor households, so that facilitate energy service provision to poor households, so that these households can achieve these households can achieve 
sociosocio--economic development levels that will allow them to effectively economic development levels that will allow them to effectively participate in and benefit participate in and benefit 
from the social and economic activities of city living. The racifrom the social and economic activities of city living. The racially based access is still a ally based access is still a 
predominant feature of access to energy within South African citpredominant feature of access to energy within South African cities. The pattern of households ies. The pattern of households 
within South African cities still largely conforms to the characwithin South African cities still largely conforms to the characteristic smaller, previously, and still teristic smaller, previously, and still 
predominantly, white, wellpredominantly, white, well--serviced, suburban component occupying cores within larger, largserviced, suburban component occupying cores within larger, largely ely 
black black periperi--urban and, in some cities, rural settlements arranged on the hisurban and, in some cities, rural settlements arranged on the historical township model  torical township model  
(Inclusive Cities, 2006);(Inclusive Cities, 2006);



Principal  t heories (cont.)Principal  t heories (cont.)

The The loss of control by indigenous people on natural resources througloss of control by indigenous people on natural resources through persistent h persistent 
‘‘developmentdevelopment’’ that does not benefit themthat does not benefit them but is critical to their subsistence and their but is critical to their subsistence and their 
forced dislocation from their livelihood places, which displacesforced dislocation from their livelihood places, which displaces them from their them from their 
traditional skills, cultures and social relations pushed the multraditional skills, cultures and social relations pushed the multitudes of the populace titudes of the populace 
in the developing world into the verge (Raina and Khan,2006);in the developing world into the verge (Raina and Khan,2006);

Electricity per capita in South African cities does not provide Electricity per capita in South African cities does not provide an accurate measure of an accurate measure of 
consumption at the household levelconsumption at the household level, as it is strongly influenced by industrial and , as it is strongly influenced by industrial and 
commercial consumption and unable to reflect the difference in ccommercial consumption and unable to reflect the difference in consumption onsumption 
between the First and Second Economies, between the First and Second Economies, 
tthe Energy Indicators for Sustainable Development (EISD)  he Energy Indicators for Sustainable Development (EISD)  --in case is used as the in case is used as the 
statistical unit, statistical unit, two economiestwo economies need be acknowledged and treated differently need be acknowledged and treated differently -- the the 
household, from an Energy towards Inclusive Cities perspective. household, from an Energy towards Inclusive Cities perspective. First EconomyFirst Economy are are 
not subjected in same conditions that require policies to suppornot subjected in same conditions that require policies to support or promote their t or promote their 
access to energy like in the access to energy like in the Second EconomySecond Economy in accessing, in accessing, 



Principal  t heories (cont.)Principal  t heories (cont.)
EISD emphasises:EISD emphasises:

““In rich countries, energy for lighting, heating and cooking is aIn rich countries, energy for lighting, heating and cooking is available at the flip of a switch. The vailable at the flip of a switch. The 
energy is clean, safe, reliable and affordable.energy is clean, safe, reliable and affordable.”” a description for how households in the a description for how households in the Second Second 
EconomyEconomy-- ““Availability of energy has a direct impact on poverty, employmenAvailability of energy has a direct impact on poverty, employment opportunities, t opportunities, 
education, demographic transition, indoor pollution and health, education, demographic transition, indoor pollution and health, and has genderand has gender-- and age related and age related 
implications implications …… In poor countries, up to six hours a day is required to collectIn poor countries, up to six hours a day is required to collect wood and dung for wood and dung for 
cooking and heating, and this task is usually done by women, whocooking and heating, and this task is usually done by women, who could be otherwise engaged in could be otherwise engaged in 
more productive activities. In areas where coal, charcoal and / more productive activities. In areas where coal, charcoal and / or paraffin are commercially, or paraffin are commercially, 
available these fuels take up a large portion of the monthly houavailable these fuels take up a large portion of the monthly household income. Inadequate sehold income. Inadequate 
equipment and ventilation means that these fuels, burned inside equipment and ventilation means that these fuels, burned inside the house, cause a high toll of the house, cause a high toll of 
disease and death through air pollution and firesdisease and death through air pollution and fires”” (Inclusive Cities, 2006);(Inclusive Cities, 2006);

Culture of poverty theory  Culture of poverty theory  -- This notion tends to have some confused political move driven bThis notion tends to have some confused political move driven by y 
liberal adherents from big capitalist ranks, who try to influencliberal adherents from big capitalist ranks, who try to influence the civic movement into thinking e the civic movement into thinking 
about the overall problems facing Black society in a manner thatabout the overall problems facing Black society in a manner that reduces their expectations. This reduces their expectations. This 
tendency from the capitaliststendency from the capitalists’’ ranks is best described by Mayekiso (1996)as a ranks is best described by Mayekiso (1996)as a ““culture of culture of 
privilegeprivilege”” because they tend to be:because they tend to be:
““. . . willing to do anything in their power, even floating react. . . willing to do anything in their power, even floating reactionary and untenable ionary and untenable 

ideas to the civic movement, to maintain their wealth, assure thideas to the civic movement, to maintain their wealth, assure the continuation of an e continuation of an 
extremely exploitative form of capitalism in South Africa, and lextremely exploitative form of capitalism in South Africa, and lower the political will ower the political will 
power of the civic movement to gain socioeconomic objectivespower of the civic movement to gain socioeconomic objectives ““,, -- attempts to explain attempts to explain 
the failure of established development plans and reasoning behinthe failure of established development plans and reasoning behind it d it ““going sourgoing sour”” and established and established 
agency philosophies are rejected. For this to be realistic blameagency philosophies are rejected. For this to be realistic blame had to directed to someone in had to directed to someone in 
order to rationally continue with development work;order to rationally continue with development work;



Principal  t heories (cont.)Principal  t heories (cont.)
The The ““culture of povertyculture of poverty”” ideology  ideology  -- significant because other ideas could not significant because other ideas could not 
sufficiently explain barriers to development within poor communisufficiently explain barriers to development within poor communities. Schlemmer ties. Schlemmer 
argues that usually people who are poor are often escapes from rargues that usually people who are poor are often escapes from reality and aspire for eality and aspire for 
unrealistic expectations about the future, argues the distinctiounrealistic expectations about the future, argues the distinction between n between ““social social 
actionaction”” and referred to as the politics of protest from communityand referred to as the politics of protest from community--based development. based development. 
In addition, the sense of futility and frustration that are the In addition, the sense of futility and frustration that are the outcome from social outcome from social 
action and protest of which is the case in South Africa (Mayekisaction and protest of which is the case in South Africa (Mayekiso, 1996);o, 1996);



MethodologyMethodology

Data Data -- inin--depth interviews, observation, questionnaires depth interviews, observation, questionnaires -- administered to various members of the administered to various members of the 
organisation that participated in various workshops (Qualitativeorganisation that participated in various workshops (Qualitative and quantitative study);and quantitative study);

Data analysed Data analysed -- SPSS electronic software and collected by using focus groups, iSPSS electronic software and collected by using focus groups, inn--depth depth 
interviews, questionnaires and observations. There were three (3interviews, questionnaires and observations. There were three (3) in) in--depth interviews, four (4) depth interviews, four (4) 
focus groups interviews and fifty one (51) questionnaires that wfocus groups interviews and fifty one (51) questionnaires that were administered in all three ere administered in all three 
community meetings; community meetings; 

More than twenty (20)  participated in the study More than twenty (20)  participated in the study --comprised of women, youth, cocomprised of women, youth, co--opt, advisory opt, advisory 
advocacy and civics organisations advocacy and civics organisations -- from areas that can  be summarised: rural, informal and from areas that can  be summarised: rural, informal and 
urban (township and flats urban (township and flats –– private and government) i.e.private and government) i.e.-- NgonyameniNgonyameni-- (rural), Kwa Mashu, (rural), Kwa Mashu, 
Clermont, Chesterville, Lamontville, Umlazi and Bottlebrush Clermont, Chesterville, Lamontville, Umlazi and Bottlebrush –– township (urban), and Kennedy township (urban), and Kennedy 
Road, Foreman Road, Ekupholeni and Crossmore Road, Foreman Road, Ekupholeni and Crossmore ––(informal settlements) and flat dwellers from (informal settlements) and flat dwellers from 
surroundings of eThekwini such as Mount Moriah (private flats) asurroundings of eThekwini such as Mount Moriah (private flats) and nd UmbiloUmbilo government flats.government flats.



DataData
Energy povertyEnergy poverty’’ -- household spends more than 10% of its disposable income on meethousehold spends more than 10% of its disposable income on meeting ing 
household energy needs household energy needs –– for cooking, space heating, keeping food fresh, lighting, mediafor cooking, space heating, keeping food fresh, lighting, media
(excluding mobility needs). Various studies exist and show that (excluding mobility needs). Various studies exist and show that rural areas within South Africa rural areas within South Africa 
spent about 18% of income (reduced to 12% with BESST) in meetingspent about 18% of income (reduced to 12% with BESST) in meeting their energy needs their energy needs 
(Inclusive Cities, 2006) (Inclusive Cities, 2006) ►►History of the development of the electricity supply industry (EHistory of the development of the electricity supply industry (ESI) in the SI) in the 
world indicates that its dynamics cannot be understood clearly wworld indicates that its dynamics cannot be understood clearly without acknowledging their ithout acknowledging their 
relationship to the political process (relationship to the political process (Competition Commission South Africa, 2006);Competition Commission South Africa, 2006);

Electricity prices Electricity prices -- factors that are essential in understanding this industry, Soutfactors that are essential in understanding this industry, South African h African 
electricity industry is regulated by the Electricity Act of 1987electricity industry is regulated by the Electricity Act of 1987, the amendment permitted for the , the amendment permitted for the 
formation of a National Electricity Regulator (NER) in 1995 thatformation of a National Electricity Regulator (NER) in 1995 that has a specific responsibility in has a specific responsibility in 
regulation of electricity;regulation of electricity;

Despite the highly celebrated political settlement Despite the highly celebrated political settlement --1994, others see a promised land ( Desai, 1994, others see a promised land ( Desai, 
2002) and energy remains as one the still highly struggled for i2002) and energy remains as one the still highly struggled for in the transformed eThekwini n the transformed eThekwini 
municipality, struggles continue between parties, communities remunicipality, struggles continue between parties, communities remain excluded in taking decision main excluded in taking decision 
or participating fully to the challenges face by the energyor participating fully to the challenges face by the energy--generating sector; generating sector; 

Energy remains as one of the basic essentials that each householEnergy remains as one of the basic essentials that each household need for cooking food, d need for cooking food, 
lighting, warming and other various activities lighting, warming and other various activities including making incomeincluding making income, that vary to the type of , that vary to the type of 
energy that is utilised in each community according to the stateenergy that is utilised in each community according to the state of development in that particular of development in that particular 
area; area; 

South AfricaSouth Africa’’ s energy economy s energy economy -- largely dependent on coal, high levels of CO2 emissions relativlargely dependent on coal, high levels of CO2 emissions relative e 
to the size of the population and economy, 70 % of total primaryto the size of the population and economy, 70 % of total primary energy supply derives from coal energy supply derives from coal 
[DME, 2005b];[DME, 2005b];

CoalCoal--fired powerfired power--stations provide 93 % of electricity production [NER, 2004a, S.Astations provide 93 % of electricity production [NER, 2004a, S.A. . -- highest highest 
emitters of greenhouse gases when compared to other developing cemitters of greenhouse gases when compared to other developing countries, measured emissions ountries, measured emissions 
per person or per unit of GDP &  has a relatively energyper person or per unit of GDP &  has a relatively energy--intensive demand sector (Winkler, 2007);intensive demand sector (Winkler, 2007);



Data (cont.)Data (cont.)

After 1994, the focus shifted from supply to addressing demand, After 1994, the focus shifted from supply to addressing demand, and particularly and particularly 
broadened to include household access to electricity and making broadened to include household access to electricity and making energy services energy services 
more affordable for the poor;more affordable for the poor;

The global capital in collective The global capital in collective –– perpetuate the money markets, corporateperpetuate the money markets, corporate--military military 
strength of the powerful nations and applauding of the aspiratiostrength of the powerful nations and applauding of the aspiration of  n of  ““better lifebetter life”” for for 
all syndrome to the multitude globally,  at same time forcing goall syndrome to the multitude globally,  at same time forcing governments to adhere vernments to adhere 
to the order of commodification of basic services such as water,to the order of commodification of basic services such as water, air, electricity, air, electricity, 
forests and knowledge that belong to public in general (Raina anforests and knowledge that belong to public in general (Raina and Khan, 2006);d Khan, 2006);

This This ““creditcredit--controlcontrol”” policy policy -- issues such as issues such as ““affordabilityaffordability”” of payment rates and of payment rates and 
failure to meet payments result , penalties i.e. cut failure to meet payments result , penalties i.e. cut ––off from water and electricity.off from water and electricity.--
Johannesburg communities faced a concerted disconnection policy Johannesburg communities faced a concerted disconnection policy from Eskom, from Eskom, --
more than 75% of residents of Soweto;more than 75% of residents of Soweto;

The eThekwini Municipal Council responded differently to communThe eThekwini Municipal Council responded differently to communities according to ities according to 
their access to land, housing and basic services provision. For their access to land, housing and basic services provision. For example, the example, the 
Department of Housing proposed to transfer flats to the occupierDepartment of Housing proposed to transfer flats to the occupiers under the Policy s under the Policy 
on Rightsizing of Indigent Tenants in 2000 and the Discount Beneon Rightsizing of Indigent Tenants in 2000 and the Discount Benefit Scheme that fit Scheme that 
demanded all outstanding arrears to be settles prior sale arrangdemanded all outstanding arrears to be settles prior sale arrangements or the ements or the 
household member faced the relocation to another area;household member faced the relocation to another area;



Data (cont.)Data (cont.)
The 2003 Intergovernmental Fiscal Review provides data on the avThe 2003 Intergovernmental Fiscal Review provides data on the average prices during erage prices during 
(2002/2003) for a basket of municipal services (i.e. rates, elec(2002/2003) for a basket of municipal services (i.e. rates, electricity, water, refuse removal and tricity, water, refuse removal and 
sanitation) for small households (i.e. plot size sanitation) for small households (i.e. plot size –– 300m2, dwelling 48m2, average electricity 300m2, dwelling 48m2, average electricity 
consumption consumption –– 498 units and water 25kl) (Case, 2003);498 units and water 25kl) (Case, 2003);

four (4) types of Electricity supply: four (4) types of Electricity supply: Basic servicesBasic services -- 5/8 Amp supply, 5/8 Amp supply, Intermediate servicesIntermediate services -- PerPer--
paid 20/30 Amp supply, paid 20/30 Amp supply, Full servicesFull services -- lowlow--incomeincome -- 60 Amp supply, and 60 Amp supply, and Full services Full services -- high high 
incomeincome-- 60 Amp supply (Case, 2003);60 Amp supply (Case, 2003);

New tariff levels New tariff levels -- for industrial and commercial consumers, average, municipal disfor industrial and commercial consumers, average, municipal distributors tributors 
either have high cost structures (including paying more for theieither have high cost structures (including paying more for their bulk electricity than Eskom), or r bulk electricity than Eskom), or 
make substantial surpluses. i.e. make substantial surpluses. i.e. -- the average Eskom prices for industrial and commercial the average Eskom prices for industrial and commercial 
customers are 12,88 c/KWh and 19,51 c/KWh respectively, while thcustomers are 12,88 c/KWh and 19,51 c/KWh respectively, while the comparative figures from e comparative figures from 
municipal distributors are 183% and 91% higher at 36,45 c/KWh anmunicipal distributors are 183% and 91% higher at 36,45 c/KWh and 37,17 c/KWh respectively;d 37,17 c/KWh respectively;

The eThekwini tariffs The eThekwini tariffs -- "Rand per "Rand per kVAkVA--km" or "R/km" or "R/kVAkVA--km" means the rate of charge in rands per km" means the rate of charge in rands per 
kVAkVA of capacity per km of supply at a particular voltage level, appof capacity per km of supply at a particular voltage level, applied to new connections of 1 lied to new connections of 1 
000kVA and above (Electricity Definition);000kVA and above (Electricity Definition);

Over 3,5Over 3,5-- million households received electricity for the first time, incmillion households received electricity for the first time, increasing electrification levels reasing electrification levels 
from around 50% in 1994 to almost 70% ten years later, some provfrom around 50% in 1994 to almost 70% ten years later, some provinces experienced a high inces experienced a high 
degree of urbanisation, i.e. Gauteng, degree of urbanisation, i.e. Gauteng, KwazuluKwazulu--Natal and the Western Cape.  The percentage of Natal and the Western Cape.  The percentage of 
houses with access to electricity has decreased, due to a signifhouses with access to electricity has decreased, due to a significant increase in the number of icant increase in the number of 
informal settlements in these provincesinformal settlements in these provinces (Competition Commission South Africa, 2006)(Competition Commission South Africa, 2006)..



Data (cont.)Data (cont.)

The housing backlog in South Africa The housing backlog in South Africa -- estimated to be between two and three million houses estimated to be between two and three million houses --
means there are more than two million populace do not have accesmeans there are more than two million populace do not have access to energy, Informal s to energy, Informal 
settlements still experience fire settlements still experience fire –– cause unattended candle left, The free basic electricity policycause unattended candle left, The free basic electricity policy of of 
2003 electrification process  discontinued 2003 electrification process  discontinued -- Department of Minerals and Energy, 7,7 million Department of Minerals and Energy, 7,7 million 
households households –– 72 per cent of the total 72 per cent of the total –– were connected to the electricity grid by the end of 2005 were connected to the electricity grid by the end of 2005 
(Winkler, 2007:29); (Winkler, 2007:29); 

National Injury Mortality Surveillance System (NIMSS) report of National Injury Mortality Surveillance System (NIMSS) report of 2004 identifies death by burns 2004 identifies death by burns ––
S.A. S.A. --as the countryas the country’’ s 5th most common external cause of death and poisoning as the cs 5th most common external cause of death and poisoning as the countyounty’’ s s 
10th most common external cause of death (Inclusive Cities, 200610th most common external cause of death (Inclusive Cities, 2006););



FindingsFindings
Critical theoryCritical theory --t aspires t aspires ““to identify the to identify the 
unresolved tensions in the existing social unresolved tensions in the existing social 
reality and thereby to cause a change of reality and thereby to cause a change of 
consciousnessconsciousness”” (Snyman, 1997). (Snyman, 1997). LukacsLukacs --
history of capitalist history of capitalist ‘‘ civilisationcivilisation’’ that offer us that offer us 
the opportunity to learn about reification the opportunity to learn about reification 
from the inside out for the first time, as from the inside out for the first time, as 
working individuals are subjected, and working individuals are subjected, and 
alienated from social processes that lead to alienated from social processes that lead to 
the dehumanisation of which can be made the dehumanisation of which can be made 
self conscious:self conscious:-- Electricity supply still based Electricity supply still based 
on more or less structures of old apartheid on more or less structures of old apartheid --
i. e. whites still enjoy best electricity supply i. e. whites still enjoy best electricity supply 
and infrastructure;and infrastructure;

Some communities Some communities -- the lack of basic the lack of basic 
services such as water and toilets services such as water and toilets --pit toilet pit toilet 
in response to such lack of basic services in response to such lack of basic services 
water, dirt removal and sewerage system of water, dirt removal and sewerage system of 
which result to some members of the which result to some members of the 
community getting sick (community getting sick (IntervInterv: Falakhe : Falakhe 
““MfundisiMfundisi”” Mhlongo (community leader)Mhlongo (community leader) 09 09 
June 2007;June 2007;

Communities Communities -- thinking of the alternatives thinking of the alternatives --
selfself--reliance or development instead of reliance or development instead of 
waiting e government to offer everything, waiting e government to offer everything, 
no mechanisms or programmes or trainingno mechanisms or programmes or training



Findings (cont.)Findings (cont.)
-- that are available to assist them to participate that are available to assist them to participate 

effectively in decision making; effectively in decision making; 

Evictions, culture of evictions, relocations, and Evictions, culture of evictions, relocations, and 
disconnections disconnections 

Communities do not have a say in determining the Communities do not have a say in determining the 
price of fuels but price of fuels but -- influence the price in case when influence the price in case when 
they buy in bulks, where the unit price is reduced. they buy in bulks, where the unit price is reduced. 
i.e. i.e. -- in case a customer buy ten (10) litres of in case a customer buy ten (10) litres of 
paraffin, then the price is reduce to R5, 00 a litre paraffin, then the price is reduce to R5, 00 a litre 
instead of R6, 00 a litre. Households purchase instead of R6, 00 a litre. Households purchase 
paraffin from spaza shops and supermarket, gel is paraffin from spaza shops and supermarket, gel is 
sold at the supermarket and wood by suppliers;sold at the supermarket and wood by suppliers;

Problems Problems -- electricity supply :electricity supply :--include the sudden include the sudden 
cutcut--offs without any noticeoffs without any notice-- happen (at least once happen (at least once 
in three months/ sometimes it take the whole day) in three months/ sometimes it take the whole day) 
often & happen they impact severely to the often & happen they impact severely to the 
residents as they some end up loosing the whole residents as they some end up loosing the whole 
food kept in the fridge that get damaged. food kept in the fridge that get damaged. At the At the 
end of the day the communities get neither reward end of the day the communities get neither reward 
nor excuse nor explanation from the municipality nor excuse nor explanation from the municipality --
card meter is faulty (this normally happens when card meter is faulty (this normally happens when 
the meter is not consuming the card / consuming the meter is not consuming the card / consuming 
the card quicker than at least expected time) and the card quicker than at least expected time) and 
that end up being blamed to the owner of the that end up being blamed to the owner of the 
household for tempering with the meter. Normally household for tempering with the meter. Normally --
result in the removal of the card meter and that result in the removal of the card meter and that 
forced the individual to revert back to the usage of forced the individual to revert back to the usage of 
paraffin or paraffin gel.paraffin or paraffin gel.



Findings (cont.)Findings (cont.)
Communities remain dissatisfied to the current setting where theCommunities remain dissatisfied to the current setting where they are excluded y are excluded -- The community The community 
leader noted in this regard that leader noted in this regard that ““Not at all we are not happy with the current pricing system and Not at all we are not happy with the current pricing system and 
that is why we are demanding the right to partake in decisionthat is why we are demanding the right to partake in decision--making. Because we want to know making. Because we want to know 
the amount of each unit in order for to enable the community memthe amount of each unit in order for to enable the community members to determine the amount bers to determine the amount 
of electricity used in comparison with the monthly billof electricity used in comparison with the monthly bill”” (Sangweni, Interview: 30 May 2007); and (Sangweni, Interview: 30 May 2007); and 
communities highlighted that they doncommunities highlighted that they don’’ t take part decision that determines electricity pricing and t take part decision that determines electricity pricing and 
this was confirmed by the community leader this was confirmed by the community leader –– Mr Sangweni when he argued that: Mr Sangweni when he argued that: ““There is no There is no 
way, where community members not participate in determining the way, where community members not participate in determining the unit price of electricity in unit price of electricity in 
anyway. But the proposed Community Participation Policy is expecanyway. But the proposed Community Participation Policy is expected to include civil society ted to include civil society 
groupings but with limited participationgroupings but with limited participation”” (Interview: 30 May 2007). (Interview: 30 May 2007). 

The study found that the Municipality never responded quickly toThe study found that the Municipality never responded quickly to community complaints. For community complaints. For 
example, the responded noted that example, the responded noted that ““in cases where the individual highlight a problem, they are in cases where the individual highlight a problem, they are 
told that such problem was not part of the budgettold that such problem was not part of the budget. . Therefore, that requires the community to Therefore, that requires the community to 
submit the complaint and wait for the next budget of the Municipsubmit the complaint and wait for the next budget of the Municipality. That means all problems ality. That means all problems 
that might or arise now and the next budget will not be attendedthat might or arise now and the next budget will not be attended until after to 2010 because the until after to 2010 because the 
budget for 2007 will cover this period until 2010 budget for 2007 will cover this period until 2010 (Sangweni, Interview: 30 May 2007);(Sangweni, Interview: 30 May 2007);

Air pollution big industry Air pollution big industry --Survey (2004), Survey (2004), interviewees said they, interviewees said they, ““We donWe don’’t know of anything that t know of anything that 
been done by the companies to help us pertaining pollution or hebeen done by the companies to help us pertaining pollution or health issues but there are a lot of alth issues but there are a lot of 
children who are asthmatic and some even have arthritischildren who are asthmatic and some even have arthritis”” ; ; ManziniManzini her response indicated thather response indicated that
““people should be educated on how pollution works and company ownpeople should be educated on how pollution works and company owners should understand and ers should understand and 
be willing to spend money in order to improve the situation evenbe willing to spend money in order to improve the situation even to those who are already sick, to those who are already sick, 
and should find other alternatives to control the air pollution and should find other alternatives to control the air pollution from their companiesfrom their companies”” (Interview: (Interview: 
13th November 2004)13th November 2004)



Findings (cont.)Findings (cont.)

male
female

Gender

Pies show counts

54.90%

45.10%

one room
two room
three rooms
four rooms
more

No. of Rooms

Pies show counts

11.76%

25.49%

7.84%
35.29%

19.61%

not applicable
less than R100,00 - R300,00 per week
R301,00 - R500,00 per week
R501,00 - R800,00per week
R801,00 - R1100,00 per week
no response

Individual Income

Pies show counts49.02%

9.80%

5.88%

7.84%

21.57%

5.88%card system
direct cable
not applicable
cable first and later switch to card

Type of Electricity supply

Pies show counts

47.06%

27.45%

21.57%

3.92%
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none
once
i don't know
never took part in decision making
not applicable
no response

Participation

Pies show counts

13.73%

3.92%

3.92%

52.94%

15.69%

9.80%
not applicable
less than R100,00 - R200,00
R250,00 - R350,00
R251,00-R300,00
R301,00-above

Amount paid for electricity

Pies show counts

21.57%

56.86%

9.80%

1.96%
9.80%

no
yes
no response

Problems Solved

Pies show counts

19.44%

27.78%

52.78%

yes
no
I don't know
not applicable

Money worthiness

Pies show counts

25.49%

50.98%

1.96%

21.57%



ConclusionConclusion

Electricity supply still favours the rich and offer no alternatiElectricity supply still favours the rich and offer no alternative to utilise energy as the means of ve to utilise energy as the means of 
fighting poverty, cutfighting poverty, cut--off/disconnections, interruptions without notice in comparison woff/disconnections, interruptions without notice in comparison with suburbsith suburbs

Poverty restriction strategy Poverty restriction strategy –– still fail to reduce poverty to a realised state, i.e. still fail to reduce poverty to a realised state, i.e. -- Free Basic Free Basic 
Services Services –– still not realised in other communities;still not realised in other communities;

Policies and procedures Policies and procedures –– electricity meter reading need to be revisited , estimating metelectricity meter reading need to be revisited , estimating method is hod is 
challenged;challenged;

““A better life for allA better life for all”” but the communities saw the attitude, rules and apartheid valuebut the communities saw the attitude, rules and apartheid values are still rife s are still rife 
-- the culture of evictions, relocations, and disconnections that the culture of evictions, relocations, and disconnections that are accompanied by high hopes of are accompanied by high hopes of 
housing, water, human rights and community leaders are still labhousing, water, human rights and community leaders are still labelled as elled as ‘‘ ringleadersringleaders’’ (Desai, (Desai, 
2002). 2002). 



RecommendationsRecommendations
Govt  need to conduct a further study on the poverty reduction sGovt  need to conduct a further study on the poverty reduction strategies that will be realistic to trategies that will be realistic to 
the vulnerable communities not only to be only concern with costthe vulnerable communities not only to be only concern with cost recovery programmes that recovery programmes that 
favours capital;favours capital;

A need to formulate a strategy that will facilitate the usage ofA need to formulate a strategy that will facilitate the usage of electricity as the means to fight electricity as the means to fight 
poverty, unemployment and crime by creating activities that willpoverty, unemployment and crime by creating activities that will enable vulnerable communities enable vulnerable communities 
to gain income;to gain income;

A need to revisit the card system, as it creates more hardship tA need to revisit the card system, as it creates more hardship to the vulnerable populace instead o the vulnerable populace instead 
of being a relief i.e. of being a relief i.e. –– in other communities, individual households opt to use electricin other communities, individual households opt to use electricity for ity for 
lighting only and also creates lighting only and also creates ““animosityanimosity”” between Municipality and the community, as normally between Municipality and the community, as normally 
problems that arise out of faulty meter result in the member of problems that arise out of faulty meter result in the member of the community being accused of the community being accused of 
electricity or loosing their opportunity of electricity supply;electricity or loosing their opportunity of electricity supply;

Govt  need to create monitoring  mechanisms of policies that havGovt  need to create monitoring  mechanisms of policies that have been passed for e been passed for 
implementation and endimplementation and end--up not  being implemented,  i.e. up not  being implemented,  i.e. –– community involvement in decisioncommunity involvement in decision--
making;making;

Govt need move away from circular to Govt need move away from circular to a linear problem solution approacha linear problem solution approach (Welsing, 1991) (Welsing, 1991) -- to to 
revisit the viability of  Free Electricity Supply in meeting itsrevisit the viability of  Free Electricity Supply in meeting its initial objective initial objective –– reaching to the reaching to the 
vulnerable communities vulnerable communities --



I give thanks !!!I give thanks !!!
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